NOTE: This quick reference operational guide provides basic operation and programming considerations to be used with the Q-Logic handheld programmer. This document is NOT meant to be a comprehensive guide, nor should it be taken as a recommendation for prescription of client drive controls. All evaluations for mobility devices and product programming should be performed by a qualified therapist or assistive technology practitioner (ATP). Please refer to the full Q-Logic Programming Guide for more in-depth instructions.

NOTE: The Q-Logic handheld programmer also works with the NE and NE+ controllers.
OPERATING THE Q-LOGIC HANDHELD PROGRAMMER

Navigation Key: The navigation key moves the screen cursor up or down (up and down arrows) and opens or closes subsets of parameters (left and right arrows).

Value Up/Down Key: The value up/down key increases (+) or decreases (-) the value of the parameter indicated by the cursor.

Bookmark Keys: The three bookmark keys allow you to quickly go back to your selected parameters without having to scroll up and down the screen. Hold a bookmark key down for three seconds to bookmark the displayed screen. Briefly press and release the bookmark key to jump to the previously bookmarked screen.

Figure 2. Q-Logic Handheld Programmer Components